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Penn racial harassment claim dropped
by Wayne Woolley
The Associated Press
PHILADELPHIA - Five black women
called "water buffalo" by a fellow University of Pennsylvania student
dropped their racial harassment claim,
complaining that the accused man had
turned the news media against them.
The case against Eden Jacobowitz
had been seen as a case of political correctness run amok and an embarrassment for university President Sheldon
Hackney, President Clinton's choice to
head the National Endowment for the
Humanities.
The women abandoned their complaint on Monday, announcing the decision at a news conference. The uni-

versity dropped the charges later in the
day.
Jacobowitz, a white 18-year-old from
Lawrence, N.Y., could have been expelled from the Ivy League school of
22,000 students if he had been found
guilty.
The women said Jacobowitz and his
faculty adviser, history Professor Alan
Charles Kors, "chose to circumvent the
process and try this grievance among
students in the national media, making
it an issue of freedom of speech and political correctness, while blanketing the
real issue, racial harassment."
The women said the university code
of conduct prohibited them, as plaintiffs, from speaking to the media while
the case was before a faculty-student
panel. Hackney said, however, that the

"These words likened us to
beasts and banished us from
an intellectual environment
to one more suited for
animals, like the zoo."
Statement from victims of
alleged racial slurs
women could have spoken publicly once
Jacobowitz did.
After learning of the school's decision, Jacobowitz said at a news conference with members of the American
Civil Liberties Union that he, too, felt
victimized by the judicial process.

"This all could have been settled a
long time ago," he said. He said the
school thwarted his efforts to apologize
to the women.
Jacobowitz was brought up on charges after he and other students yelled
out their dormitory windows Jan. 13 at a
group of noisy black students.
The women said they were barraged
by racial slurs with sexual overtones as
they participated in a sorority celebration. Among the slurs heard were "Shut
up, you black water buffalo!" said one
of the women, Nikki Taylor.
The women contacted campus police.
Jacobowitz told investigators that the
women were disturbing him as he tried
to finish an English paper and that he
shouted, "Shut up, you water buffalo!"
and "If you're looking for a party

there's a zoo a mile away!"
He denied adding the word "black"
and said the term "water buffalo" was
not a racial slur.
He said the term may have come to
mind because of the Hebrew word
"behemah," which translates as "beast"
but is often used to refer to an uncouth
person. Jacobowitz was born in Israel
and educated at a Jewish school.
Jacobowitz said the women attributed
to him things shouted by other people,
who did not come forward.
But the women said they felt harassed by Jacobowitz's words.
"These words likened us to beasts and
banished us from an intellectual environment to one more suited for animals,
like the zoo," the women said In a
statement.

Mid Am bank
robberies may
be connected

Young Minds

by Eileen McNamara
editor-in-chief
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Sponsored by the Toledo Chapter of the Black Data Processing Associates
and the University's Computer Science Department, Toledo area school
students (left to right) Lee Randies, Tirell Sturdivant, and Temlra Boyd

Parks prepare
for weekend
in spite of cuts
by John CtiaKant
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - As state parks open their busiest season of the year
this weekend, operators hope budget and staff cuts are behind them.
A spokesman said he hopes the new state budget that takes effect
July 1 will reverse a trend of declining financial support.
"We've stabilized, and we hope we've turned the corner," said Glen
Alexander, chief of Ohio Department of Natural Resources Parks and
Recreation division.
"The parks, in my humble opinion, are in better shape at this time
this year than they were at this time last year," he said.
Alexander pegged the number of full-time park employees at 660, a
decline from last May's 685. The drop was accomplished mainly by
not filling vacant positions.
But the number of seasonal workers may top 900 this year, compared with 875 last year.
The division's budget was $42 million last year. Alexander hopes it
may approach $41 million by June 30, the end of the current fiscal
year.
Admission to parks is free. Money to operate the system comes
from state tax dollars and from cabin, campsite, boat docks and other
fees.
Prospects of improved financial health seem good.
Separate versions of the state's new two-year budget proposed by
Gov. George Voinovich, the House and the Senate would boost department spending. The specific figure will be determined during
final House-Senate negotiations in June.
Another encouraging sign: a $200 million parks and natural resources bond issue proposed by Voinovich and legislative leaders for the
Nov. 2 election.
The measure would provide money for long-deferred maintenance
and improvement projects in state parks, and matching grants for
local park systems.

compete in the second anr.ual computer competition. About 30 students
from cities across Ohio competed In Hayes Hall Saturday afternoon.

Just two months to the day after Bowling
Green's first bank robbery in history, the city had
its third bank robbery at gunpoint - at the same
bank where the first one occurred. And city police
and the FBI believe the same suspects may have
been involved.
Police said they believe the person who robbed
the Mid American Bank & Trust Co., 1480 E. Wooster St., May 18 was somehow involved in the
bank's March heist at the same branch location.
"We don't believe It was the same person who
committed the first robbery," said Det. Sgt. Brad
Conner of the Bowling Green Police Division. "But
there were some similarities. We're looking for
the possibility that maybe [the first suspected
robber] was driving the getaway car this time that he [and his accomplice] switched roles."
Conner said reports from people who witnessed
both robberies indicated that the suspect in last
week's robbery was not the same person who held
bank employees and customers at gunpoint in
March
"There some mannerisms and ways that he acted and did things that were different," he said.
According to the police report, a man entered
the bank with a handgun shortly before S p.m., the
bank's closing time. Only three employees were in
the bank, and no customers were inside, although
one person pulled up to the drive-through teller
while the robbery was in progress.
"The customer was not at all aware of what was
going on," Ash said.
See Robbery, page four.

Bullet-smuggling guard may go to jail
No sentencing date was set.
Stringer has worked as a guard
at the Southern Ohio CorrecPORTSMOUTH, Ohio - A tional Facility in Lucasville since
guard who pleaded guilty to April 1991. His plea came four
smuggling bullets into the state's days after his arrest in cellblock
maximum-security prison could J, where he has worked for six
months.
be sentenced to two years in jail.
Investigators found seven bulRobbie Stringer, 32, of South
Webster, pleaded guilty Monday lets in a resealed bag of corn
in Scioto County Common Pleas chips carried in Stringer's lunch
Court to one count of conveying Warden Arthur Tate Jr. said. Six
contraband into a detention facil- bullets were found the previous
ity. In addition to jail time, he week, he said.
Defense attorney Rick Faulkcould be fined $5,000.
The Associated Press

ner said convicted murderer Michael Lee Wood manipulated
Stringer Into bringing the bullets
for him and "played him like a
drum."
"These were special prisoners.
What special training did Robbie
get?" Faulkner said. "Those are
the most manipulative minds.
He's really just a country boy.
They put him in with these predators."
"That's a cop-out," Tate said.
"We've got a prison full of manipulative prisoners. He knew

what he was doing was wrong. He
endangered the lives of everybody he worked with and everybody at this penitentiary."
Prison officials transferred
Wood to Lucasville after he held
a guard hostage at another prison
last year.
An 11-day standoff at the Lucasville prison ended April 21,
when 407 prisoners surrendered
One guard and nine inmates were
killed in the uprising.

Briefly"We don't want to look like we came from a
cookie-cutter," said village president John
Nawako wski. who expects the proposal to be
The Link needs volunteers:
Toledo rocks?:
The Rock, Rhythm "n Blues Festival feaThe Link, 315 Thurstin Ave., is accepting approved next month.
Nowakowski said Monday that New Lenox,
turing Foreigner this weekend is just one
applications for volunteers until June 2.
of the events lined up for the Glass City's
Eight hours of training are required to be- 20 miles southwest of Chicago, is trying to
come a hotline volunteer for the community maintain a sense of decor despite its rapid
annual Rally by the River season.
crisis intervention and Information referral growth. Its population has doubled to 10,500
since 1980.
□ See page three.
center. The Link will conduct its training
"I think it'll force some innovative archiclasses from June IS to July 29 on Tuesdays
tectural exteriors," he said. No major oppoand Thursdays from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
sition has developed against the plan, which
would ban construction of identical houses
Inventions unconventional:
beside, and across the street, from each
Strange but true stories about some of the Else Whe T6
other.
new devices and ideas presented at the first
Suburban culture shock:
Invention Convention at Firelands College
NEW LENOX, 111. - Call it the cookielast weekend.
cutter rebellion. Some communities have aCompiled from staff and wire report*.
dopted ordinances to put a stop to subdivLI See page four.
isions lined with look-alike houses.
The village board in New Lenox Is among
the latest to consider an anti-monotony ordinance.
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No room for white
supremacists in U.S.
A group of white supremacists arrested last
Wednesday for allegedly attempting to bomb an
all-black housing project in Toledo exemplifies the
innate problem with the United States.
Ironically, our country - the land of the supposed
free and equal - cannot learn the simple task of accepting others for what they are.
What did these white supremacists actually accomplish by threatening African Americans with
physical harm? All they did was make themselves
and their self-righteous beliefs look foolish.
However, they did succeed in showing society that
there is indeed a strong race and a weak one.
The strong race is those people who are dedicated
to preserving the idea of equality for all people, no
matter the color of skin nor the sexual anatomy.
On the other hand, the weaker race is comprised of
those who foolishly muddle through life in a dreary
existence denouncing all those who are not of the
same culture and race.
These people should expend their energy on a better project - finding a place where they belong, because there is no room for intolerant and ignorant
people in this country.

'Motor Voter' law
can help, not harm
The "Motor Voter" bill will have little positive
effect on voter turnout, the critics charge. Designed to automatically register to vote those who
register to drive, President Clinton turned that bill
into law.
Most critics are Republicans, those who seem to
benefit least from high voter turnout. The richer and
more successful tend to lean toward the right side of
the political fence; the poorer tend to lean more leftward.
And in the United States, the least likely to vote are
the poor and the socially disenfranchised, those
favoring a Democrat, explaining the nearly unanimous Republican disapproval.
But party lines aside, the "Motor Voter" law will,
at worst, have little or no effect on how many show
up to pull levers on Election Day. However, by 1995,
about 90 percent of the nation will be registered to
vote, as opposed to the present 65 percent.
The new law couldn't hurt. And, while making
things easier for the less privileged, it may just help
the uninitiated get out and exercise the too-often ignored miracle of democracy.

The BG News Staff
Tim Norman
photo editor
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Women, gays threat to military
Our military faces a serious
threat. The threat, however,
doesn't originate from shadowy
foreign narco-terrorists that are
lurking in the wings, awaiting the
first opportunity to destroy
America. Nor does it come from
the American Communist Party.
Nor from wild-eyed college radicals bent on outdoing their militant counterparts of the 1960s.
Surprisingly, the threat to our
military comes from groups who
are well integrated into the daily
living and working environment
we all share. Who are these dangerous subversives who threaten
the integrity of our military?
Why, women and homosexuals,
of course.
Though the Joint Chiefs fought
to prevent it, women recently
gained the right to participate in
government-sanctioned killing.
This bold move toward equality,
however, was not without restrictions. The Secretary of Defense has stated that women will
only be allowed to fly combat
missions and serve on naval warships. Apparently, the idea of
women participating in ground
combat is still too shocking to the
traditional conceptions of femininity that Congress and the
Pentagon hold so dear.
Military leaders, however,
view including women in their
ranks as less of a threat than allowing homosexuals free access
to shower stalls and adjoining
bunks in close quarters. The
Joint Chiefs are still fighting
tooth and nail in an effort to resist the president's proposal to allow homosexuals to serve in the

JOHN
BERNARD
military without harassment or
the fear of being murdered.
Why does the military establishment perceive women and
homosexuals as such a dire
threat? After all, one would think
that our globe-trotting military
juggernaut would welcome any
and all volunteers for its adventures in foreign lands.
But according to Pentagon
Think, not all persons are equally
suited to be military recruits.
Some volunteers, for example,
have ways of viewing the world
that military leaders fear might
undermine the culture of violence the military works so hard
to instill in recruits during training.
From the military's perspective, the problem lies in the
different ways men and women
are socialized by society. Not
only are the sexes taught to behave differently and to expect
different things from each other
and from life, we are also taught
to resolve conflict in fundamentally different ways.
For instance, from the time
they are boys, men are taught to
resolve disputes by resorting to

THE TOURTHeffcET

brute force. An excellent example of this Neanderthal mentality
is provided by the way presidents Reagan and Bush resolved
disputes around the globe -- by
either bombing, invading, imposing trade embargoes or otherwise bullying the leaders of
countries they didn't like.
Women, on the other hand, are
taught that individual differences can be resolved through
negotiation and compromise.
Since conservative military
leaders tend to lump homosexuals and women together, viewing
both as more inclined to resolve
conflict through negotiation
rather than through aggression,
they oppose including either
women or gays in the fighting
force.
But military leaders are reluctant to admit that the "feminization of the armed forces" is the
real reason the military opposes
welcoming women and gays into
its ranks. Instead, pompous old
generals and admirals talk at
length about the horrible things
that might befall women soldiers
if they were captured. While this
argument may sway some, the

fact of the matter is that women
stand a far greater chance of being raped on an American college
campus by someone they know,
than by an unnamed enemy on
some hypothetical foreign battlefield.
The reasons for banning homosexuals from military service are
equally suspect.
First, it was their vulnerability
to being blackmailed into divulging vital military secrets. Then it
was claimed their presence
would adversely affect troop
morale. Military leaders,
however, conveniently forget to
mention that most other countries, including Canada, allow
homosexuals to serve without
uundermining the effectiveness
of their fighting forces.
Several years ago George Bush
promised us a "kinder, gentler
nation." What Mr. Bush was alluding to was a more humane
America - a vision which remains largely unrealized.
Perhaps the secret of realizing
this vision lies, at least in part, in
changing our notions of how to
resolve conflict. Maybe there's a
better - a more humane and ethical - way of resolving disputes
with other nations than by bullying them into submission by
threatening to use lethal force.
If the New World Order is
predicated on compromise and
negotiation, then the military
stands to gain much by allowing
women and gays to serve their
country and contribute to their
nation.
John Bernard is a columinst for
The News.
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Respond _
Signed letters or columns express the
beliefs of the individual and in no way
represent the opinions of The BG News.
All readers are encouraged to express their
opinions through letters to the editor and
guest columns. Letters should be 200-300
words, typed, and contain the writer's
telephone number, address, class rank,
and major.
Send all submissions to: The BG News, 210
West Hall.

To the Editor:
I have encountered some problems in publicizing the fact that
the University Field House is
open to all students enrolled for

any summer session and tor currently employed faculty and
staff.
Our hours are noon to 8 p.m.
Monday through Thursday. Admission for students is free upon

presentation of their summer validation sticker and faculty and
staff are admitted for a $2 fee
with the presentation of their
faculty or staff ID card.
The tennis court may be reser-

ved for any time slot during
normal building hours.
Dean A. Purdy
Manager
University Field House

Diversions
The BG News
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Rally by the River rocks Toledo
by Robin Coe
staff writer
Toledo will swing full force
into its summer-long Rally by the
River season this weekend with
the Rock, Rhythm 'n Blues Festival, highlighted by nationally-known rock group Foreigner.
The free event is sponsored by
Miller Lite and produced by Citlfest, Inc. and Blue Suit Records.
Friday will feature Foreigner
from 6:30 p.m. to 8 p.m. The
Rivermen, a local band, will open
for them at 5 p.m.
According to Allen Mireles,
marketing and development director of CitiFest, there will be a
noon concert at the Corner of
Madison Avenue and St. Clair
Street in Toledo to get people excited for the Rock Rhythm 'n
Blues Festival weekend, and
Foreigner later that evening. The
event, "Blues Luncheonette in
Levis Square," will feature local
artists Big Jack Reynolds and
Bobby Smith.
In past years, the Rock Rhythm
'n Blues Festival was divided into
a blues day, a rock day and a
rhythm and blues day. This
year's schedule will offer a mixture of music styles throughout
the weekend.
The Rock Rhythm 'n Blues Festival was booked with performers early in the year, according
to Mireles.
"What's happening is it is becoming big among blues musicians," she said.
John Rockwood, president of
Blue Suit Records, agreed that
festival entertainment plans begin early.
"Early as December we get
calls from people," he said.
In the past, the festival has featured such artists as Buddy Guy
and Elvin Bishop.
"We've had the biggest names
in the world play," Rockwood
said.
The weekend will continue
Saturday featuring Bishop, who
played at the first Rock, Rhythm
'n Blues Festival in 1988.
Preceeding Bishop will be Maria
Muldaur, in her first Toledo performance since she released her
album "Louisiana Love Call."
Johnnie Johnson, legendary
piano player for Chuck Berry,
will perform the same afternoon.
Also performing Saturday will be
George Bedard and The Kingpins
and Steve Ferguson and The
Midwest Creole Ensemble.
Sunday will feature Buckwheat
Zydeco (Stanley Dural), who
plays accordion and keyboards in
his most recent album "On
Track." Buckwheat Zydeco has
also recorded with Eric Clapton
and Keith Richards. Clarence
"Gatemouth" Brown will play
immediately before Buckwheat
Zydeco. Also featured Sunday

• Abortion through
20 weeks
• Morning after
treatment

by Robin Coe
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their five-year hiatus.

staff writer
Foreigner will make its first Toledo appearance - one of its first performances in five
years - Friday at the Rock, Rhythm 'n Blues
Festival.
"The organization thought it would appeal to a
wide number of people," said Allen Mireles, the
marketing and development director for festival co-producer CitiFest Inc.
Foreigner was a popular band of the '70s and
'80s. According to John Rockwood, president of
festival co-producer Blue Suit Records, said the
band is together only for special tours after

Atlantic Records recently released Foreigner's ninth album, "The Very Best ... And
Beyond." The album is a 17-song collection of
Foreigner's past hits like "Feels Like The First
Time," "Cold As Ice" and "I Want To Know
What Love Is." The album also features three
new releases "Soul Doctor," "Prisoner Of Love"
and "With Heaven On Our Side."
Since Foreigner's debut in 1977, they have
sold over 30 million albums and singles in the
U.S alone, according to Atlantic Records.
The Rivermen, a local band, will open for Foreigner from S p.m. to 6:15 p.m. along Toledo's
riverfront in Promenade Park. Foreigner will be
featured from 6:30 p.m. to 8 p.m.

Elvin Bishop

Upcoming events
Rally by the River will continue into September. The following are
some of the other performers and dates scheduled for this summer:
HJune 4 J.D. Hart with Bandera
OJune 11 The Rhythm Method
Hotlix
"Uune 18 Full Tilt Boogie Band
The Booze Brothers
OJune 25 The Homewreckers
Riverrunt Spook Floaters
OJuly 2 Flaming Buckeyes
T.B.A
OJuly 9 Lucky Stryke
Bonkers
OJuly 16 The Connection
Touched
OJuly 23 The Catch
Blitzen
OJuly 30 Generra Pant era
The Flecks
OAug. 13 Glass City All-Stars
T.B.AOAug. 20 Impacto Nuevo
The Ray Band
OAug. 27 Bob Wurst & Buckeye
Locoweed
OSept. 3 The Homewreckers
T.B.A
All events will take place at Promenade Park. From Bowling Green
take 1-75 north to the Rt. 25 Downtown exit. Rt. 25 merges into Erie
Street. At intersection of Erie and Washington streets, turn right on
Washington Street. From Washington Street, turn left onto Summit
Street. Promenade Park should be on the right adjacent to Portside
and between Maumee River and the Federal Building.
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Foreigner makes first
Toledo appearance

PROUD TO
BE PRO-CHOICE

Tqfly Does It Right'

!

tival have played together during
"We've had the biggest names in the world play." their careers making unscheduled jams a possibility. AccordJohn Rockwood, president of festival co-producer
ing to Rockwood, Junior and
Blue Suit Records other artists will be present
sometime in the weekend at
will be Detroit Jr., Eddie Kirk- shops that same evening. Detroit Murphy's Place, 413 Madison
land and the Energy Band and Jr. will host a workshop on piano Ave.
and will answer any questions,
Gary Primich.
"From the response we're getDetroit Jr. developed his style and Primich will host one on the
ting it looks as if it's going to be
in southern juke joints and made harmonica.
really big," Mireles said.
his mark in Chicago in the 1950s
The fifth annual Rock, Rhythm
Also Saturday and Sunday
and '60s, according to Blue Suit
Records. Gary Primich, who will "Music Majors and Minors," fea- 'n Blues festival will take place
be Sunday's opening act, is tour- turing area children's theatrical along downtown Toledo's rivering to promote the release of his performers and blues bands, will front in Promenade Park. For
directions to Promenade Park,
album "My Pleasure" on Amaz- take place on the Festival Staf.c.
A number of artists featured in see "Upcoming events" on this
ing Records. Both Detroit Jr. and
Primich will be hosting work- the Rock, Rhythm 'n Blues Fes- page.
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Creative creators flock to Firelands
by Ginger Phillips
staff writer

Last weekend Firelands College was invaded by a flying
saucer ... and Puddle Jumper
Shoes, the Hot-O-Mug and
other creations featured at the
first Invention Convention Friday and Saturday.
Eighty-six young inventors
from Erie and Huron county
schools and several adult inventors competed for prizes
for their creative work. The
Hot-O-Mug and Puddle Jumper
Shoes, as well as the Easy Level
Measuring Cup and colored
salt, were some of the young
participants' inventions. Their
adult counterparts produced a
new type of oven, a flying
saucer and other kinds of new
technology.
Other attractions at the convention included some educational shows geared for children, but enjoyable for adults
as well.
COSI, the Center of Science
and Industry from Columbus,
presented their "Body Building
Bionics and Transplants" show
Saturday. A COSI spokesman
explained functions and location of certain organs with the
help of young volunteers from
the audience.
"Tom Edison Comes Home"
was another hit with spectators. Drew Wilson, nationally
known for performing the role
of Edison, performed to raise
funds for the Edison Birthplace, a museum in Milan in
danger of closing.
Wilson, performing his role
of Edison, told of the inventor's
early years. Edison performed
his first experiment at age 4 by
sitting on a bunch of eggs to see
if they would hatch. Wilson said
Edison's mother was proud of
her son for having the courage
to try out his idea.
"I've yet to recieve a Mother's Day card from a chicken,
but I tried," said Wilson, acting
the part of Edison.
Lydia Blake, a sixth grader
from McCormick Middle
School, invented Wall Marks an automatic wall maker to
help place pictures.

Third place winners, as follows, were awarded $200
scholarships:
Ronald Williams, a second
grader from Hancock School,
invented Soapy Float ~ a float
to keep track of soap.
Laura Reardon, a second
grader from Hancock School,
invented a Special Beauty Shop
Chair — to keep necks dry during shampoos at the beauty
shop.
Stacy Ballard, a fourth
grader from Vermillion Intermediate School, invented the
Glove Gripper - a drying
system for wet mittens.
Jennifer Reynolds, a fourth
grader from Vermillion Intermediate School, invented the
Hot-O-Mug - a mug that keeps
drinks hot.
Joey St. Julian, a seventh
grader from Kellys Island
School, invented Joey's Cap
Opener - for easier opening
and closing of child proof bottle
caps.
The Invention Convention
was a project of THE Bag, a
product; Dispatch Comsumer
Service and the Erie County
Office of Education. Other
sponsors included the
Erie
County Reporter , IGA and
Cardinal stores, Kroger Food &
Drug, Quality Farm & Fleet and
WCPZ/WLEC radio.
He also explained how
Edison came up with the ideas
for several of his inventions,
including the incandescent
lamp, the phonograph and the
kinetiscope. Wilson's character
stressed the importance of persistence and preparing for an
uncertain world through inventiveness.
Between shows spectators
could enjoy displays from both
young and adult inventors.
Some were lucky enough to
receive pizza samples at the
"Quartz Ray Cooker" displayed
by Peerless Stove and represented by Bryan Huntley.
Huntley said the cooker is
better than a microwave and is
targeted for pizza. "Our sales
pitch is 'it's fast, economical
and it's versatile," " he said.
"When I put a pizza in it cooks
from top and bottom. It cooks
40 percent faster than a con-
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The entry from Woodlands Elementary second grader Mark Davis weekend. Hundreds of child Inventors competed at different grade
dubbed as "The Super Shoe" is Just one of the creative inventions levels for the $1000 scholarship award.
which competed at the Invention Convention at Firelands college this
ventional oven."
An awards ceremony took
place at 2 p.m. Saturday. The
adult winner was Roger Bleim
of Plastec Industries for his
new process for recycling plastics. He recieved an original
lithograph by Ben Richmond,
courtesy of Richmond Galleries of Marblehead, Ohio.
Accepting his award, Bleim
told the audience he was a
grandfather and inventing can
be done at any age.
"We are proving that things
can be made from recycled
plastic," he said. "A lot of
things out there still need to be
achieved. Young people, I like
to see what you're doing. It's

Robbery
Continued from page one.

No one was injured during the
robbery and no shots were fired.
The man reportedly took an
undisclosed amount of money
and left in a silver car driven by
another man. The suspect is described as a black male, late 20s,
with a beard and moustache. He
was wearing a black leather
baseball cap. His alleged accomplice is also described as a black
male.
FBI Special Agent Clint Baber
said the investigation was moving at a slow pace, but added that
authorities are gaining some useful information from pho-

tographs they obtained from tne
bank's security camera. The photographs are now being enlarged
and enhanced before being
released to local media later this
week.
"We're not hot on anything
now," Baber said. "But we hope
distribution of these photos will
help."
Bowling Green Police Chief
Galjn Ash said he believes authorities will find the suspects,
although not as soon as they
would like.
"I think it's just a matter of
time before we catch him," Ash

~#

said. "But you don't know if he'll
pull off another one before then."
In the March 18 robbery, a man
entered the same Mid Am bank
carrying a nickel-plated revolver. He reportedly lead employees
and six customers to the safe at
gunpoint and told them to lock
themselves inside.
The man then allegedly left
with an undetermined amount of
money in a blue later model van
driven by a black male. The suspect was described as a black
male, mid-20s, with a thin to medium build and moustache, wearing a dark, hooded sweatshirt.
Bowling Green's second bank
I'.jbbery occurred March 29 at
the Huntington National Bank,
1050 N Main St. Suspect Michael
Kotten of Findlay was shot and
killed by two Bowling Green
police officers after a lengthy
car chase. The incident, which
involved the division's first use
of deadly force in more than 60
years, was determined to not
have been linked to the Mid Am
robbery a few weeks earlier.

wonderful."
The top small inventor prize
went to Zachary Gilbert, a
fourth grader from Berlin Elementary School for the OAAT
- the One-At-A-Time Pill Dispenser. He recieved a $1,000
Edison Award Scholarship
while his teacher, Ima Booth,
received a $200 gift certificate
from Glencoe Division of
MacMillan McGraw Hill Publishing for excellence in Inventiveness Education.
Four first place prizes of
$500 scholarships were also awarded. The winners are as follows:
Lucas Keefer, a second
grader from Woodlands Ele-

mentary School, invented the
Bus Radar - a light that signals
school bus arrival for hearingimpaired students.
Tyler Evanson, a fourth
grader from Vermillion Intermediate School, invented a
Snowball Maker - to help avoid
chilly fingers.
Chris Olemacher, a sixth
grader from Meadowlawn Elementary, invented an Outhouse Air Deodorizer - to give
campers a breath of fresh air.
Tiffany Lippert, Jim Miller,
Kara Ryan and Kara Schenk,
ninth graders from Margaretta
High School, invented the
E-Swing - covers to put over
swing-chains.

The following students were
chosen as second place winners
and were awarded $300 scholarships:
Lisa Motley, second grader
from Woodlands Elementary,
invented the Automatic Toothbrush - a device in which
toothbrush and toothpaste are
conbined in one.
Matt Sparks, a fourth grader
from Milan Elementary, invented Sucker Safes - to protect
licked lollipops.
Elizabeth Stanic, a fourth
grader from Berlin Elementary, invented the Easy Level
Measuring Cup - a cup designed to level itself.

Believe it or not, man submits
thousands of Ripley's oddities
by Jessica Ancker
The Associated Press
SCHENECTADY, N.Y. ~ Rob Curtiss, collector
of odd facts, is something of a curiosity himself.
This amateur cartoonist has submitted more
than 1,000 items to Ripley's Believe It Or Not, the
syndicated cartoon feature, averaging half a dozen
a week. While another man has had more items
published, nobody has kept the Ripley mailroom as
busy as Curtiss.
Curtiss has what he calls an addiction to collecting curiosities and bizarre ideas and sending them
along to Ripley. He gets no pay, only recognition
from time to time.
His living room is cluttered with antique prints,
inspirational books, his own watercolors and cartoons, cigar stands, a cherub's face broken off
from a local church facade, a white pitcher full of
dead wildflowers.
He wears a jacket and tie, having just returned
from work at the state's Department of Taxation

and Finance. His knuckles are almost hidden by a
collection of massive silver and pewter rings, and
more dangle from a chain around his neck. A
signed cartoon from a New York Post cartoonist is
pinned to his lapel.
When a photographer asks him to pose for a picture, Curtiss insists on donning a braided headband adorned with a silver feather.
Curtiss reads three to five newspapers a day,
plus magazines and books, and whenever he finds
a fact peculiar enough, he types it up, decorates
the paper with one of his original cartoons and
mails it to Ripley's research department.
After his package arrives at Ripley's headquarters in Toronto, company researchers choose the
most interesting tidbits and check their accuracy.
Curtiss, who once aspired to become a professional cartoonist, is disappointed that Ripley discards his illustrations in favor of those of its own
cartoonist, Don Wimmer.
The winning factoids appear in Ripley's cartoon
in newspaper comic pages and the company's
70-odd books.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS
over 500 units with SUPER locations

$2.00 Fare
For Persons
4-64 Yrs. of Age

352-0796

9 and 12 Month Leases Available

HOURS: 6:00 A.M.-12:00 MIDNIGHT
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
SERVICE AREA: BOWLING GREEN

STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER

$1.00 Fare

Children

For Elderly (65+) /
Handicapped Persons
Children 4-12 yn. when
accompanied by an adult.
Transit I.D. Card Required*

4 YRS. OR UNDER 40 LBS.

Ride Free Of Charge
with adult.

Child muet rlda In Child Reetralnt J
Saata provided.

Call 354-6203 For More Information
"Transit I.D. Cards Available At Grants Adminislralors
Ollice
Tfl11
-arararaTBraaaBBBBBBBBBBBBBTBar
■•rvice is
Van ad Available:
financed In part
Wheelchair Access *
from an operating
Call 1 Hr.
-Group Sealing Available i
aaalatanca grant
■•for*
from ODOI 4V
Service
FTA.
is Needed

354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)
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Music Reviews
Adorable

Against Perfection
Creation Records
Here's a little musical recipe.
Take a big spoonful of Echo
and the Bunnymen, three cups of
The Stone Roses and just a
PINCH of The Clash. Cover with
foil, place it in your microwave,
and set it on HIGH. The explosion you'll hear in a few minutes
sounds pretty much like Adorable. Hot and noisy.
Straight out of Coventry (that's
England) comes this odd musical
hybrid.
Adorable's debut, Against Perfection, is one of those takessome-listening LPs.
After the first taste, the songs
may seem a bit dry and repetitive
- just another English band with
an identity crisis: Are we alternative? Are we punk? Do we smash
our guitars?
But on subsequent samplings,
that repetition becomes Adorable's real strength - grueling,
driving, we'll-keep-playing-tillyou-like-it, no-screwing-around
electric guitar music.

But infectious isn't the word
for Adorable's product. If you
want hooks, go to a bait and
tackle shop. These guys play directly at you. The closest thing to
catchy is the album's first song,
"Sunshine Smile," a tone setter
anchor with the base, bring in the
ax, start crooning.
That crooning comes from lead
singer Piotr Fijalkowski, Robert
Smith ian in his vocals. He's
steady and commanding, yet subtle.
After the first handful of
tracks, all frenetic, energized
and fresh, the album drifts a bit,
turning into somewhat of a brood
and, therefore, a bit esoteric.
But regardless of the musical
feel to the song, Adorable's lyrics
have no problem staying raw,
with no equivocation.
From "Homeboy," a song about
desperation and (gulp!) love(?)
I wanna drown beneath the
waves
I wanna dig a shallow grave
And hold you up for all to see
I wanna cut you up
I wanna watch you bleed

Ever so slowly
Only sparingly does the band
slow things down, such as on
"Still Life," musically woven
from lead guitarist Robert Dillam's methodical finger-picking
and Will's bass, all while Fijalkowski laments.
He was bom without a sigh
And she laughed ...
This Is not God
It's just the way things are
Oh be still
My stillborn brother
Be still
My stillborn mother
"I'll Be Your Saint" ends the
album, giving drummer Kevin
Gritton an ample showcase. As a
drummer, he's exciting without
being flashy, the perfect anchor
for such an adrenalized quartet.
The entire package is tight,
gripping music, especially for a
band who doesn't seem capable
of being categorized.
Against perfection is a success
for Adorable, one of the finest
three or four bands around.

Pig snout on wheat, hold the mustard! Richard Crenna plays the stern, hungry Colonel Denton Walters
In "Hot Shots! Part Deux." Crenna, usually an actor of serious proportions, spoofs his over-the-top
"Rambo" performances. Crenna, in addition to his motion picture credits, invented tartar sauce.

For laughs, just 'Deux' it
and then, well, then things get se- a movie in which EVERYBODY
riously funny.
tries to be funny, targets will be
Director Jim Abrahams, who's missed. But there's enough oddworked on "Airplane" and "Ruth- ness and irreverence to keep you
Faster than a speeding less People" (just about the only chuckling steadily for 87
chicken, able to leap (and demo- Bette Midler movie you'd ever minutes.
Sheen and Golino share spaghlish) tall icons in a single bound, want to see) has somehow man"Hot Shots! Part Deux" sets what aged to keep this rapid-fire etti a la "Lady and the Tramp."
must be a cinematic record in the comedy technique fresh. The key Bridges does a hilarious take-off
Attempts at Humor in a Full- to spoof-laden films, which began on "Sea Hunt," his '60s adventure
Length Film category - and it with "Kentucky Fried Movie" series. Sheen inexplicably misand became enormously popular takes an innocent fowl for a
hits the mark most of the time.
with "Airplane" and "Naked projectile arrow, inventing the
The plot (about as important to Gun," is not just gag quality but lethalist of weapons- the bow and
chicken. And Saddam Hussein is
this film as dialogue in your finer gag quantity.
smashed to thousands of pieces,
pornographic offerings) finds
Any slowdown in the pace, and only to call on his liquid metallic
Topper Harley - Charlie Sheen,
reprising his role from the first the audience gets edgy; there's parts to coalesce, reforming the
picture - living in a Buddhist no grand acting or complex, fas- dictator, allowing the film's
monastery, recovering from his cinating storyline on which to fall punny climax ... hmmm, just like
aborted love affair with Ramada back. And "Deux" delivers the in "Terminator 2."
And Charlie's father, Martin
Rodham Hay man (European goods.
beauty Valeria Golino doing the
The bulked up Sheen, more or Sheen, cameos for a send-up of
Sheen love-interest thing for film less playing John Rambo with a "Apocalypse Now," maybe the
number two). It's there he's slightly more complex vocabu- funniest film moment all year.
found peace, to live like the lary, improves his performance Even the closing credits - includmonks who've "taken a vow of significantly from the first movie. ing the valuable tidbit: "Actor
celibacy, like their fathers and He's established a kind of audi- Richard Crenna invented tartar
ence/actor pathos, call it come- sauce" - are funnier than anytheir fathers before them."
But the pathologically inept dic credibility. And when the au- thing out right now.
Sure, this may not be for
president Tug Benson, the bril- dience feels comfortable with the
liant Lloyd Bridges - rivaling lead in slapstick films, the everyone. But if you liked "Airplane" or "Naked Gun," then
even the great Leslie Neilson in laughter comes much easier.
Of course, not everything "Deux" is for you. (Get it? It
the deadpan department - calls
for Harley to go on a mission de- works. With so many jokes, from rhymed.)
signed to free American hostages
being held in the Middle East.
Harley refuses until his menCHECK OUT OUR APARTMENTS
tor and friend, Colonel Denton
RIDE THE
Walters (Richard Crenna, sending up his tough-talking, stilted
"Rambo" role), is taken captive
by Connell Barrett
associate editor

Aren't these boys just so Adorable? Energy and anarchy straight out of the U.K. Adorable has established a dangerous, dangerous reputation as one of the cockiest bands on the scene. But their music
transcends their infamy. The guys, in no particular order Robert Dillam, Will, Piotr Fijalkowski and
Kevin Gritton

—Top ten singles
Best-selling singles of the
week:
1. "That's The Way Love
Goes," Janet Janet
2. "Looking Through Patient
Eyes," P.M. Dawn
3. "Love Is," (From "90210")
Vanessa Williams & Brian
McKnight

4. "Freak Me," Silk
5. "Who Is It," Michael
Mackson
6. "I'm So Into You," SWV
7. "Knockin" Da Boots,"
H-Town
8. "I Have Nothing," (From
"The Bodyguard") Whitney
Houston

NEWL9VE
Rentals
328 S.Main
Our Onlv Office

ovic
For the Price of a Movi

rS?

Show Times:
Wed a Thurs: 8PM
Fri* Sat: 8 A lO:30Pi

I 5319 Heather downs Toledo
. RstsrvaUons Suggested 867-8041
1
24 Hoar Info Una 887-8040

E\"ERY WEDXES

Use this coupon to discover the best
I apartments in town. Just sign and present
I it to our driver and he'll take you to our
office. The shuttle runs from 7:30 to
11:00 a.m. and 1:00 to 6:00p.m.

with this ad & student ^
N'ot valid for »p«qal thowt

| I understand that I am riding the shuttle at my own risk.

I

lx

352-5620
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I25EASTCOURT
Aw>~x/j.\DOWNTOWN

WEMTHROP TERRACE
SHUTTLE

HIT! I
COLLEGE XIGITT!
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Summer & Tall
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(Source: Cashbox magazine)

■ IVOW APPEARING

\ow I,v;isini»

Over 300 Apartments
and Houses to Choose
From. Stop In to See Us
For All Your Housing
Needs.

9. "Livin' On The Edge,"
Aerosmith
10. "Weak," SWV

ALWAYS "^
OPEN LATE I

©«

MEAL(S5)DEAL

3 Link

v"^ ^^/wtnt COI TON

12 WINGS/FRY/SODA
OR 1 PHILLY/FRY/SODA
OR I SPECIAL / FRY / SODA I

STEAK SANDWICHES-BUFFALO WINGS |
yDELI SANDWICHES-HOAGIES-COLD BEER/

"MR SPOT'S Phiraddr7hTa~Cheese "
Steak Sandwiches and Buffalo Wings
hit two geographical gastronomic
delight spots,for sure."
Bob Talbert, Detroit Free Press

352-SPOT S352-7768
FAST FREE DELIVERY

YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE

Needs caring volunteers to assist
persons experiencing a problem or crisis.
Volunteers are needed for the
24 Hour Crisis Hotline

14 -0

No experience necessary-training provided
Call or stop in for more information

^S7T^

V

352-5387
315 Thurstin Ave., Bowling Green
C

J93 Applications for Summer Training Class accepted until jj^S;
'££3
JUNE 2, 4:00 P.M.
*~®
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BGSU athletics wind down Parks, teammates make
Softball team stopped in NCAAs, baseball and golf end
effective track showings

by Connell Barrett
associate editor

The University's regular
season athletic competition ended this weekend when the BGSU
softball team, after clinching the
Mid-American Conference with a
4-2 record in
league play,
was eliminated
in the three
team NCAA
Regional!
taking place at
the University
of Michigan.
BGSU, who
finished the
^^j
year with an
overall record of 34-16, best in

the MAC, lost to top-seeded
Southwestern Louisiana and then
to Michigan. This was the third
Falcons appearance in the NCAA
Tournament, first competing in
1982 and again in 1988.
The team's strong finish was
due to players like right-hander,
Jennifer Wolf, who was named
the conference Pitcher of the
Week, the third time this season
she has received that honor.
The BGSU baseball team ended a tough year on a positive
note, capturing the University's
1,000th varsity victory. BGSU
finished ninth in the MAC.
At the awards banquet, outfielder Jeff Corey was named the
teams Most Valuable Player.
Chris Boggs was awarded Pitcher of the Year. Most Improved
went to Brad Mast. Mike Camp-

bell won the Coaches Award. And
Jason Tippie and Andy Tracy
shared Freshman of the Year.
The Falcon men's golf team
finished eighth out ot eight teams
at the Mid-American Conference
Championships in Ravenna, Ohio.
Top performance by a Falcon
came from Garry Winger, who
shot a 291, which tied for sixth
place with four others.
BGSU's Chris Skripac was the
next best shooter with a 304, just
ahead of Scott Piesen, who shot a
305.
Also playing for the Falcons
were Nick Myers and Jeff Cashell, both shooting a 312.
The season leaders for BGSU
are Garry Winger, with a 75.4
average, Scott Piesen, with a 77.5
and Jeff Cashell, whose average
Is 78.9.

by Connell Barrett
associate editor

Six BGSU athletes, three from both of the University's track teams, took part in the Bronco Invitational Sunday at Kalamazoo, Mich. Five of the six
school athletes finished in the top three of their respective events.
Reed Parks, fresh from his
championship performance at
the Mid-American Conference
meet in Bowling Green last
week, won the hammer throw
with a toss of 202 feet, 3 inches.
All three of the women participants managed a second-place
finish in their respective competitions.
Leislg
Leslie Morman was runner-up

in the 400-meter hurdles, with a
time of 60.87 seconds. Nikki Lessig came in the
second spot in the discus with a launch of 153 feet,
10 inches. Ruth Ristvey, who won the javelin competition at the MAC tournament, finished second in
the same category with an effort of 145 feet, 1
inch.
Todd Black, who won the 1,500-meter run last
week, finished third at the in the 800 with a time of
1:49.32. Paul Seely, participating in the high jump,
was not able to clear height.
The ultimate individual goal for any of BGSU's
track athletes is to make the NCAA Championships
in New Orleans, which take place from June 2 to
June 5.
No one from either of the two teams as yet qualified for that meet, though Reed Parks In the hammer throw and Ruth Ristvey in the javelin throw
are considered two of the University's strongest
hopes.

Role players, sticky defense help Suns sink SuperSonics
by Mel Relsner
The Associated Press
PHOENIX - The Seattle
SuperSonics weren't prepared
for Phoenix's ball-hawking defense.
That shocked center Oliver
Miller, who hasn't been in the
NBA long enough to realize
other teams consider the Suns
soft in the paint.
"I've always challenged their
shots, and I had three or four
blocks the times I did play
against Seattle, so I don't think
they were surprised," Miller
said Monday night after his 15
points, 10 rebounds and five
blocks helped lift the Suns to a
105-91 victory in Game 1 of the
best-of-7 series.
"I think they have cable TV
or satellite, and I guess they
watch the games in our past series, so they've seen us block
some shots," the 6-foot-9,
285-pound rookie added.
"They may not be a fundamentally good defensive team,
but they get the job done," Sonics coach George Karl said.
During the regular season,
the Suns led the league in scoring, averaging more than 114
points per game.

"I've always challenged
their shots, and I had
three or four blocks the
times I did play against
Seattle, so I don't think
they were surprised."
Oliver Miller, Phoenix
center
They also lost the season series to Seattle 3-2, and the Sonics' NBA-best 7.1-point
differential was a shade higher
than the Suns' because of pressure defense.
But Kevin Johnson, who got
into only 49 games because of
injuries this season, said his
team's firepower gave a false
idea of how the Suns play defense.
"Certainly, we didn't play
great defense during the 82
games, but I felt we played
good defense during the fourth
quarter, and when we needed
to," Johnson said.
The fourth quarter belonged
to Miller. In the period, he had
11 points, seven rebounds and
two of the Suns' 16 blocks, a
franchise playoff record.

The effort tied Phoenix for
second in NBA playoff history,
matching the 16 recorded by
the Sonics a year ago. Philadelphia set the record of 20 in
1981.
Mark West also contributed
to the havoc with four blocks as
the Sonics were held to 41 percent shooting.
"If they keep bringing it in
there, we can get the block,"
Suns coach Paul Westphal said.
The Suns sent Seattle to its
fourth straight loss on the road
in the playoffs, outrebounding
the Sonics 44-40 and holding
them without a fourth-quarter

field goal until Nate McMillan's
20-footer with 7:45 left.
During the Seattle shooting
outage, the Suns had extended
a 76^65 third-quarter lead to
88-70.
Cedric Ceballos, who started
for Richard Dumas at small
forward, led Phoenix with 21
points despite playing only 23
minutes after suffering a
strained left foot midway
through the third quarter.
After the game, he was limping and Miller wore an ice pack
on his right shoulder. Both expect to play in Game 2 on
Wednesday night.

Johnson had 16 points, and
Charles Barkley grabbed 14
rebounds, but scored only 12
points and did not go to the foul
line all game.
For the Sonics, Derrick
McKey scored 17 points and
Shawn Kemp had 16 points and
10 rebounds.
Ceballos had 12 points in the
third quarter, including layups
to start and finish a 10-0 run,
putting Phoenix ahead 70-59
with 3:34 left.
West helped the Suns early
on.
He broke a 9-9 tie with a
jump hook, starting an 8-0 run

that gave the Suns their biggest
lead of the half.
In the second quarter,
though, Gary Payton scored six
straight points in 55 seconds to
tie it 42-42.
Payton completed the burst
with a jumper that was sandwiched between 3-pointers by
Danny Ainge.
Phoenix led 48-44 when
Ainge's third shot from beyond
the arc dropped with 1:38 left
in the half.
The Sonics never got even
again.

Barkley awarded NBA's Most Valuable Player
by Mel Relsner
The Associated Press
PHOENIX - Charles Barkley was named
the NBA's Most Valuable Player today,
breaking a decade-long lock on the award
by three guys named Larry, Michael and
Magic.
With Larry Bird and Magic Johnson retired, Barkley had only Michael Jordan of
those three to beat out, and the NBA announced this morning that that's exactly
what Sir Charles had done.

"I don't know what criteria they use. One
year, I should have won, but it's just one of
those things," the 6-foot-6 forward said
Monday night after helping the Phoenix
Suns beat Seattle 105-91 in Game 1 of the
Western Conference final.
Barkley won the award with 835 points,
including 59 first-place votes. Barkley and
Jordan were the only players named on all
98 ballots cast by a panel of sports writers
and broadcasters in NBA cities.
Yet, Jordan finished only third, behind
Hakeem Olajuwon of Houston. Olajuwon

had 647 points, Including 22 first-place
votes, while Jordan had 565 points and 13
first-place votes.
The remaining four first-place votes
went to Patrick Ewing of New York, who
was fourth with 359 points.
Bird won the award in 1984, '85 and '86.
Johnson won in '87, '89 and '90, and Jordan
won In 1988 and the past two years. Moses
Malone was MVP in 1982 and '83.
Barkley completed the regular season
with a career total of 16,128 points, a 23.5
average, and 8,007 rebounds, averaging
11.7.

Classifieds
SERVICES OFFERED

CREATIVE PUBLISHING SOLUTIONS
DesKiop Publishing for all your needs Signs,
fliera. postcards, handbills, ate. Affordable
ratas, can also work with standard cut-andpaste designing. For more intormabon call
3523904, leave message tf no answer.

FREE Counullng Offered:
Tuesdays ft Thursdays - 3 00-4 00pm
Starts S/1B/93 Call MS-M11.
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CREATIVE PUBLISHING SOLUTIONS

PSYCHIC ASTROLOGY
READER.
Her ability tvill astound you.
One visit will convince you.
Her advice will help you

i

i
i

I

PERSONALS

Now you may obum the

chosen gift of knowledge and wisdom |
through the moM influential Psychic and
Motivator of ihe Tri -County area who
stands in a claw all her own.
Tina will help you find a higher level of
fulfillment at conquering your dreams
and deaires, she will enter your Aura and
Energy of vibrations through the spintual

realm of E.S.P.. Tina holds the key to
overcome all obstacles and conditions
thai may be a pan of life.

(419) 625-I51J
Lujcaicu
Located at
»i 4912
lyi* Milan
miiaui Rd..
nu, Rte.
nic. 250,
txj.
Sanduaky.

WORD PROCESSING - WiB type resumes,
term papers, dissertations on laser printer.
Reasonable & dependable. 352-6705 (9-fl).

I
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I
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'LEADERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES! The PreRegistrabon Volunteer Team is looking (or
energetic, enthusiastic students to serve as
greeters, tour guides, entertainment ushers.
and discussion facilitators. The volunteer team
is a great opportunity to meet new people.
have fun. and enhance leadership skills. Sign
up by calling Luraat 2-2843.

Are you tired of your old set of cutlery
and would like a chance to win $i 000?
If so, call Brian at 3525600.
CUTCO KNIVES

Photographers Needed

IF YOU HAVE TALENT. WE WANT YOUI
Can you juggle? Play an instrument? Or even
do mage tncks? We are looking for Jugglers,
Musicians and Magicians for a one day event
on Tuesday, June 22. For more information.
Contact David Mannein at the BG. Parks and
Rec. Office 35< 6223
REGGAE with THE ARK Band
Tuesdays - DISTILLF RY in Toledo
4311 Heatherdowns. ph. 382-1444

Days Inn is accepting applications for night
time restaurant A kitchen cleaning person.
Must have checkable references, previous
exp. desirable. This is a permanent pi.time position. Apply at Days Inn 1550 E Wooater St.,
ask tor Ed.

Summer babysitting position for 2 children
ages 12 & 7. Beginning June 14 thru Aug., 30
hrs/wk. Musi love kids, have own transp Reliable w/ good relerences Call day 2484228.
evos 867-8344.

Food Service Workers - need immediately.
Neat/dean individuals for special protect June
8th • 20th Must be flexible & able to work spin
shift. Call MANPOWER lor appi 3520600.

THE LINK
24 HOUR CRISIS CENTER HOTLINE
NEEDS VOLUNTEERS!
No experience necessary-training provided.
Call or stop in For more information.

352-5387
Summer Tanning Special! 10 for $20; monthiy-25. 3 monih - unlimited $40.00. Payments
available. 352-7889.

WANTED
1-2 F. sublsr (a) needed. $400/neg lor whole
summer 4 1/2 eiec monthly. Across street
from campus, own room, air cond Please call
352 7410
Non-smoking serious male student to share Ig
1 boVm. Summit Terrace Apt. tor tail $200/mo.
plus ml. Call Jell at (216) 238-4107.

HELP WANTED
Certified lifeguards needed tor summer employment. Minimum wage - 40 hre. guaranteed,
plus fringe benefits. Call 1-334-2451 or
353-2604.
Cook wanted. Benefits.
Apply at LaRoe's - Grand Rapids OH

Full-time sales position for BG area available
immediately, with list. Resume to Carol Boos,
WFOB-AM. POBox 6. BG OH43402.
IF YOU HAVE TALE NT. WE WANT YOU I
Can you juggle? Play an instrument? Or even
do magic tncks7 We are looking for Jugglers.
Musicians and Magicians for a one day event
on Tuesday, June 22. For more information,
Contact David ManneJIi at the B.G. Parks and
Rec. Office 354 6223
PUBLIC JOB ANNOUNCEMENT
RESOURCE MANAGER
The Toledo Area Private Industry Council, a
local nonprofit organization seeks candidates
for Resource Manager (Case Manager). Responsible for assisting clients to reach employment/training goals. Knowledge of problem solving, case management techniques.
Musi be expenenced m group processes
Bachelors degree in human service field plus
2-4 years experience m case management
Salary range $21.000-$30.000 annually plus
full benefit package. This position is contingent
on fund availability. Submit resume to Toledo
Area Private Industry Council, 331 14th Street.
Toledo OH 43624. No later than May 28.1903.

1 and 2 bedroom apartments available
lor Fall Lease. Heat included
WINTHROP TERRACE' 352-8135

2 bdrm. furnished 4 person house wfthln 1
block ol campus. 1 year lease. (Aug -Aug.)
Call 352-7454.
612 7th St, BG. Single story. 3 bdrm , 1 bath
appliances. Avail. June 1. $62S/mo., heat
Indd. deposit. 1 yr. lease Call 474-5344.

315Thurstin*ve
Applications tor Summer Training Class due by
June 2. 4■00 P.M.

CARTY RENTALS
Rooms tor rent starting at
8210WIO/12 mo 8 8225/mo;9 mo.
Close to campus. Includes all u»l
Call 352-7365.

FOR SALE
388 SX-20.118 mb hd„ hmb-ram math 00.. 2
floppy drives, keyboard, mouse, e.g.a. monitor.
doss 5 8 windows 3 1 I1100 352-4788.
4.8 cu. It. dorm refrig., good shape. 61/2 ft. fur
couch, coffee maker - like new. ALL CHEAP.
Call 352-0870.
DRAFTING TABLE FOR SALE
(45.00
CALL KIM AT 353-2613

Summer Subleaser Needed"
Own room, $150 mo, 2 blocks from campus.
Scon or Todd 352-2888.

,FREE DELIVERY
■ 354 7262

Ford '81 Granada High mileage
Excellent body. Dependable. Perfect college
car. $895 or BO 352 2833.
Trek 380 12 spd. like new. Less than ISO
miles. Paid 8400 Will sel tor $250. Call Rob at
352-3548

FOR RENT

SIRLOIN SIM
DlNNKI

for Fall 1993
1 8 2 bdrm. furnished apts.
9mo.»1yr.leases
352-7484

Must have general
knowledge in photography
and have own equipment.
Applications may be filled
out in 210 West Hall.
For more information, contact The BG News
at 372-6966 or 372-2601.

Attention VCT and
Graphic Design majors:
summer, assisting In producing
The BG News, Tuesday afternoons.
Details al Student Employment,
450 Student Services Bldg.

Our 8-ounce Sirloin Steak served
with French Fries, Jossed Sahd,
Roll ond Butter.
ItdstrnooW for oWei. cenyM sr

Here
Comes
Si The
Sun

free tfelivery by 6/15/93

i
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Farmer's markets
to bring fresh ideas
to downtown area

Look Ma!

by Robin Coe
staff writer

Amazed by the Memorial Day parade, Alisha Filion (left) and her
cousin Beth Henry watch the marching band roll down Main
Street Monday morning. The cloudy skies did not damper the spe-

The BG NewB/Tereu Thomii
clal occasion for the veterans of America as hundreds of people
came to watch. See more holiday weekend coverage on page four.

This weekend will begin a 20-weckend-long series of farmer's markets to provide local residents with the opportunity to enjoy the benefits of living near an agriculturally rich area.
The Bowling Green Downtown Business Association is managing
the markets every Saturday beginning this weekend and into the end
of October. The market will take place from 8 am. to 4 p.m. in the
newest parking lot behind Kaufman's, 163 S. Main St., and Uhlman's
Department Store, 139 S. Main St.
According to Jim Tinker, director of the DBA, the farmer's market
this weekend will include strawberries, flowers, spices and herbs,
sold by a minimum of six vendors. Soft drinks and hot dogs may also
be sold to raise money for any future projects the DBA manages.
Tinker added that he expects an area farmer to be selling meat in the
market sometime in the summer.
Area businesses also will participate in the farmers market. Calico,
Sage & Thyme, 115 Clay St., will sell herbs and spices. Tinker said
other businesses are likely to participate in the market but are not
yet confirmed.
"Farmer's markets are not uncommon in metro areas," Tinker said,
describing Bowling Green as one of the most fertile places in the
country.
The DBA is hoping to widen the market's and downtown's atmosphere during each weekend. This weekend the DBA will sponsor the
second annual blood drive at the Millikin Hotel at the corner of East
Wooster and South Main streets. Also, to entice shoppers, a sidewalk
sale will take place in front of downtown businesses.
According to Tinker the farmer's market does not only make products more accessible to local residents but provides an opportunity
for local farmers to sell their produce closer to home. Farmers participating in the market are from Wood County and surrounding
counties.
"As [the farmer'3 market] progresses, people will see we're consistently there," he said.
Farmers can rent space, two parking spaces of the lot, for $15. The
See Market, page three.

Briefly
Inside the News
Deluxe accomodations?:
Once the home for local
criminals, the former Wood
County Jail located near the
county courthouse serves as
a museum and historical
landmark.
□ See page three.
Memorial Day memories:
The News reflects on the
holiday weekend in photographs, from outdoor concerts to patriotic celebrations to somber remembrance for those who
made it possible.
□ See pages four and five.

Outside campus
Pat, I'd like to buy a
settlement, please:
WASHINGTON (AP)The Supreme Court today
let TV game-show hostess
Vanna White sue a VCR
manufacturer over an ad
that showed a glamorously
dressed robot ready to turn
a letter as she does on
"Wheel of Fortune."
The court, without comment, rejected the electronics company's argument
that it has a First Amendment right to use a parody of
White in its advertisements.
Compiled from staff and
wire reports.

Toledo celebrates Police still searching
Spanish connection for robbery suspect
by Jennifer Willis
staff writer

The City of Toledo celebrated
its 62-year-old sister city relationship with Toledo, Spain 1 the oldest such relationship in
the country ~ with a banquet last
week.
More than ISO people attended
the event at the Toledo Country
Club to honor the ties between
the two cities. Guests included
everyone from students to retired major generals as well as
the three most recent mayors of
Toledo.
The guest of honor was Alvaro
Alabarat, cultural atache of the
Spanish Embassy in Washington
D.C. Alabarat attended in the
place of Jaime de Ojeda, the
Spanish Ambassador to the
United States. Ojeda was unable
to attend and sent a note of regret stating that diplomatic duties were detaining him in Washington.
Alabarat was presented with
many gifts on behalf of the Ambassador. Alabarat accepted
flags of both the United States
and Ohio, a book about Toledo, a
medallion and the goblet of the
City of Toledo - a glass beer mug
with the city seal.
Among the students attending
the banquet was Lauri Vapenik,
an honor student in the Spanish
program at the University of
Toledo.
"I spent a little time In Toledo [
Spain]," Vapenik said. "It was

[The Spanish Embassy's
cultural atache Alvaro]
Alabarat accepted flags
of both the United
States and Ohio, a book
about Toledo, a
medallion and the
goblet of the City of
Toledo - a glass beer
mug with the city seal.
beautiful. The architecture was
very traditional. I think they call
it the city where time stands
still." Also attending the banquet
was Carmen Magadan, a native
of Spain and a Bowling Green
State University graduate.
"I received my master's degree in business at BGSU," Magadon said. "I have lived in
Toledo for seven years. It's a
great city."
The sister city relationship between Toledo, Ohio and Toledo,
Spain was established in 1931.
Toledo, Spain is also a sister city
of Corpus Christi, Texas.
"The goal of Sister Cities International is to create partnerships on a global scale," said
Anne Galloway, president of the
Association of Two Toiedos.
"More than 900 U.S. cities and 97
different countries participate in
the program."

Summer job market tight

by Jonathan Yenkln
The Associated Press

BOSTON - Years ago, a help-wanted notice
wouldn't bring many applicants for summer jobs
to Debby Lyons' seaside restaurant in Rockport.
Today, flooded with job seekers, she says, "I don't
even bother putting an ad in the paper anymore."
Across the country at Disneyland, managers hiring summer help have noticed something uncommon this year. "We don't have the usual quick
turnover," said Barbara Warren, a spokeswoman
at the amusement park in Anaheim, Calif. "Employees hold on to their jobs."
Many American students are hard pressed to
find jobs this summer with the economy stuck in
slow motion And the job market could get even

■

tighter if President Clinton's economic package which includes extra money for summer jobs remains mired in Congress.
"This is shaping up as a tough, tough summer,"
said Kenneth Goldstein, an economist who tracks
employment advertising for the Conference
Board, a business-supported research group in
New York
About 23 million Americans ages 16 to 24 are expected to be in the labor force this summer, which
means they either have jobs or are looking for
work
Many are high school and college students who
in past years could land jobs waiting tables, selling
clothes, picking up litter or working as interns for
corporations. Such jobs can pay anywhere from
minimum wage to more than $10 an hour.

from BG News staff reports
Bowling Green police are still
searching for the suspect believed to have been responsible
for the May 18 robbery of a local
bank and are distributing pictures obtained of the man
through a security camera
The suspect in the recent robbery at the Mid American Bank &
Trust Co., 1480 E. Wooster St., is
also believed to have been connected to another robbery March
18 at the exact same Mid Am
branch - the first bank robbery
in Bowling Green's history.
"The pictures are everywhere," Police Chief Galen Ash
said. "And there's also a reward
for $5,000 for the arrest and indictment of the suspect"
The reward is offered through
the Tri-County Reward Plan, an
agreement established in 1975
among banks in Wood, Lucas and
Fulton counties that rewards information helpful to solving bank
robberies in those areas
The bank robbery about two
weeks ago occurred shortly before the bank's closing time of 5
p.m. A man carrying a shotgun
entered the bank in which there
were only three people, all employees. No shots were fired, and
no one was injured.
The suspect, pictured below
and to the right, is described as a
black male, late 20s, with a beard
and moustache. He was wearing
a black leather baseball cap.
Police said he left with an undetermined amount of money in a
small silver car driven by another black male.
Although police and FBI officials said they do not believe the
suspect in the May 18 robbery is
the same man who committed the
robbery exactly two months ear-

lier, based on witness descriptions and other information.
However, they said they believe
the man was involved in the
March robbery, possibly as a
getaway driver, because the two
incidents had some similarities,
not all of which could be specified by authorities due to the ongoing investigation.
In the March 18 robbery, a man
entered the same Mid Am bank
armed with a nickel-plated revolver and held employees and
six customers at gunpoint, leading them into a safe and telling
them to lock themselves in.
The suspect in the March Mid
Am robbery was described as a

black male, mid-20s, with a thin
to medium build and moustache
and wearing a dark hooded
sweatshirt. He left with an undetermined amount of money in a
blue van driven by another black
male, according to police.
Bowling Green's second bank
robbery occurred March 29 at
the Huntington National Bank,
1050 N. Main St., In which suspect Michael Kotton of Findlay
was fatally shot by two city
police officers. The two officers
were cleared of any wrongdoing,
and the robbery was determined
to have been unrelated to the Mid
Am robbery less than two weeks
earlier.

Police and the FBI have obtaln.-d still photographs from the Mid Am security camera of the robbery
suspect during the May 18 Incident (top). The suspect up close (left).
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Holiday message
lost on most of us
A large number of us spent our four-day weekend
with barely a thought as to what Memorial Day
is really all about.
It's not about picnics, concerts or a day off from
work and classes. It's about honor, love for one's
country and remembering those who died defending
it. It's a time when everyone, regardless of idealogies, can at least agree that those who paid the ultimate price for freedom deserve honor and respect.
Maybe it's just part of the generation gap - many
people between the ages of 18 and 24, as many college students are, have never felt the consequences
of war in their lives.
Unlike our parents' generation, our classmates
were not drafted into a war right out of high school,
only to die scared and alone in a strange country at
18. We've also never had to make do without many
"luxuries" like many citizens did to help the war
effort in World War II.
In a culture in which Memorial Day seems to have
become synonymous with a day to sleep in and watch
a basketball game, the least we can do is remember
those who sacrificed their lives so that we could have
the freedom we often take for granted.

Clinton deserved
to speak at 'Wall'
On Monday, President Clinton spoke to a crowd
gathered at the Vietnam Veterans Memorial,
and wounds thought closed opened in anger.
Hundreds of veterans turned their backs to the
president, others shouting "traitor!" and "coward!"
all because the man who stands as commander in
chief of the U.S. military refused, as a young man, to
travel across the world to fight in the most unpopular
of wars
Clinton's treatment at "The Wall" on Memorial
Day was unfortunate, if not understandable. But that
Bill Clinton had the connections ensuring he would
never have to fight in a war he hated is not what
should anger those protesting his speech. If they
have to protest, maybe they should protest Lyndon
Johnson, who escalated the bloodshed, or Richard
Nixon, who allowed it to drag out, or the protestors
who spat on and denounced American troops.
Better advice, though, is to let the anger rest. Clinton is no army man, for certain. But he was elected
president and, with that, was elected head of the U.S.
armed forces. He has every right to go the "The
Wall" and every right to be heard.
"Let us continue to disagree about the war," Clinton said Monday, "but let us not let it divide us as a
people any longer."
The BG News Staff
Tim Norman
photo editor

Teresa Thomas
asst. photo editor

Pravin Rodrigues/Eric Schmenk
production

Industries feed on our fear
Exchange student's death exposes mass manipulation
Several weeks ago, a Louisiana
jury acquitted a homeowner for
fatally shooting a 16 year-old
Japanese exchange student who
was looking for a Halloween
party.
The saga of the young
exchange student's death began
last October when the Japanese
youth and an American friend
mistook the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Peairs as the house where a
Halloween party was being given. Both boys were in full Halloween regalia. One was dressed
in bandages and a neck brace,
apparently trying to imitate an
accident victim; the other as the
disco character played by John
Travolta In the film Saturday
Night Fever.

JOHN
BERNARD
Most likely he was ignorant of
the meaning of the command to
"Freeze," not having had the
benefit of growing up in a society
where many people still behave
as though there was a frontier to
conquer. Whatever the reason,
when the boy failed to "freeze,"
the homeowner unleashed the
awesome firepower of his 44
magnum, leaving the Japanese
boy dying in the driveway with a
hole the size of a softball in his
chest.

After pulling Into the Peairs
driveway, the American youth
went to the front door and
knocked. When Mrs. Peairs answered, the boy said, "We're
looking for the party." While this
exchange was taking place, the
Advocates of gun control mainJapanese boy was heading for the
Peairs' darkened carport, appar- tain that if handguns, and perently unaware they were at the haps all guns, were illegal to own,
then senseless tragedies like the
wrong address.
one involving the Japanese
Frightened by the two boys, exchange student would be less
Mrs. Peairs slammed the front likely to occur.
door shut and, without a word of
explanation, told her husband to
What the advocates of gun conget his gun. Mr. Peairs, a stocky trol fail to understand, however,
man in his early thirties, went is that several powerful groups
obediently to the bedroom and within our society profit handfetched his gun - a 44 magnum, somely from the public's fear of
the most powerful handgun rampant crime and the resulting
made.
desire people have to arm themselves with handguns and other
Mr. Peairs then opened the firearms.
door, took aim at the boy in the
Take gun manufactui ors, for
carport and shouted "Freeze."
example. There are billions of
We'll never know exactly why dollars in profits earned each
the Japanese boy failed to Atop. year from arming the population

with handguns, machine guns
pistols, sawed-off shotguns, and
assault rifles.
Of course, all these tools of
death require the additional expense of ammunition. These
manufacturers and retailers,
under the auspices of the the
NRA. continue to thwart all attempts to curtail the proliferation of guns in the U.S. And they
do it for the sake of corporate
profits.

because they know people will
pay for sensational journalism.
The security industry is another example of firms whose financial well-being is closely
linked to the public's fear of
crime. Think of all the profits
generated by the sale of security
fences, barbed wire, locks,
chains, security lighting, automobile alarms and home security
systems. Bear in mind that as the
crime rate goes down, increasing
the public's sense of security, the
corporate profits of these companies dwindle.
Government also profits from
the public's fear of crime - although not in an economic sense.
Astute political leaders have
always understood the Importance of a public enemy. When
people feel threatened, they tend
to pull together into a cohesive
mass. In other words, they circle
the wagons.

The insurance industry also
profits from the perception that
crime is rampant. Individual insurers, for example, sell tens of
millions of dollars in policies
which insure against theft and
vandalism.

The payoff for political
leaders, however, comes when
those who feel threatened become more willing to let their
leaders to tell them what to do.
People who are frightened are
more compliant and easier to
control than those who don't perceive an outside threat.

But the public's fears don't
simply arise out of thin air. They
are reinforced and amplified by
the news media who constantly
bombard us with accounts of
crimes committed by violent rapists, remorseless teenage murderers and an odd assortment of
crazed psychopaths.

So you see, aggressively fighting crime, something that would
make the public feel more secure
and reduce its perceived need to
arm itself with firearms, is simply not in the interest of our
system.

The media not only plays a key
role In creating and sustaining
the public's fears, they also reap
some of the tremendous profits
generated by the fear of crime

By allowing crime to increase
and by encouraging the media to
focus on the more sensational aspects of criminality, not only are
thousands of jobs created, but
also billions in corporate profits.

Correction
The BC News, founded in 1920, is published daily during
the academic year and Wednesdays during the summer
session.
214 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403-0726
Copyright 1993, The BG News

Respond
Signed letters or columns express the
beliefs of the individual and in no way
represent the opinions of The BG News.
All readers are encouraged to express their
opinions through letters to the editor and
guest columns. Letters should be 200-300
words, typed, and contain the writer's
telephone number, address, class rank,
and major.
Send all submissions to: The BG News, 210
West Hall.

In the briefly section of the
May 26 issue of The News, it was
erroneously stated that The link,

315 Thurstin Ave., only requires unteers must undergo hundreds
its volunteers to have eight hours of hours of training.
of training. Actually, Link vol-

Also, anyone wishing to become a Link volunteer must apply before 4 p.m. today.
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History behind bars...

Former county jail houses museum
by Ginger Phillips
staff writer

A white stone building with a
red roof, trimmed with lion heads
and other intricate designs,
stands on Courthouse Square. If
not for the bars on its windows
one might not guess this stately
construction once held the criminals of Wood County. In 1902 the
Wood County Jail was called "the
most modern Jail in Ohio" by a
member of the State Board of
Charities and Corrections. In
1989, however, the Jail was
closed because it could not meet
modern standards.
According to Marie Snyder of
the Wood County chapter of the
Ohio Genealogical Society,
whose members staff the Local &
Family History Center now located in the jail, the jail couldn't
keep up with modern regulations.
She said new rules concerning
prisoners, such as having to provide exercise equipment, were
always being made. Snyder said
it got to the point where the
county could not keep it up to
grade, and the cost to fix it would
have been way out of reason.
"They were overcrowded, and
it didn't meet the state penal
code," said Lee Bandeen, also of
the Genealogical Society.
By 1982 the average daily population of the building was 44.
Because the third floor of the jail

"After [the prisoners] were inhad no outside fire escape, the
number had to be reduced to 32 side, their cells jammed, and the
door shut, and that was it. This
in 1987.
was built like a battleship."
Snyder said.
"They say the worst
The worn walls and tables in
thing [the guards] could the dining area showed signs of
damage restless prisoners inflicdo to punish them was
ted upon them.
to refuse to let them
"They didn't have ways to occupy themselves besides pick on
watch the T.V. Before
the paint and mark the walls,"
that it was the radio."
Snyder said. She added during
the later years of the prison there
Marie Snyder, Wood
was some entertainment.
County chapter of the
"They say the worst thing [the
guards] could do to punish them
Ohio Genealogical
was to refuse to let them watch
Society
the T.V. Before that it was the
radio," she said.
Today, more than 90 years
Bandeen said one of his
after the opening of the jail, the friends, who is the son of one of
building is listed on the National 16 sheriffs who held office
Register of Historic Places, throughout the years, told him
standing much like it did in its how the prisoners were fed.
years of operation. Twenty cells
"The sheriffs wife cooked all
about 5 feet by 8 feet, with steel the meals for the prisoners," he
bunkbeds in each, form two rows said, adding that on the wife's
with a dining area in between on day off the sheriff would order
both the first and second floors. out. "They fed them pretty well."
A catwalk surrounds all the cells, Much of the area in the building
and several peepholes in the is now used for storage of death,
walls once allowed guards to marriage and other records,
keep an eye on the prisoners. A while the booking room is occucloset on the second floor served pied by the Wood County Genealas a library where books, many ogical Society.
of religious nature, were doThe former Wood County Jail
nated. The gym is an area outside can be visited for no charge from
blocked in by cement walls. 9 a.m. to noon Monday through
Heavy steel bars and grating Friday or by special arrangecover windows and doors.
ment.

The BC Nc wi/rim N»nnu

No longer housing prisoners, the Wood County Jail now contains the Local and Family History Center
after it was closed for not meeting modern Jail standards in 1989.
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Continued from page one.
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money actually benefits the
farmers by providing money for
advertisement. As soon as fees
are paid, the farmers are asgned spaces. Farmers have the
iscretion to set up market as
en as they like and are only

committed to the days for which
they have contracted space.
In the future the DBA may
eventually release management
of the farmer's market, leaving it
as its own event for the farmers
themselves to manage. Tinker

said.
"If there is enough leadership [
among the farmers] the DBA will
turn [the farmer's market] over,"
he said.
Tinker said he had been advised by The Agricultural Busi-

ness Association, which gained
information from the USDA, that
a farmer's market works best
under the management of the
farmers themselves. According
to Tinker, the DBA has no interest in assuming long-term management of the farmer's market.
"We want to create business
opportunities," he said.
Tinker said he expects the
market to be popular among local
residents as the summer progresses.

J WITH COUPON

12 WINGS/FRY/SODA
OR 1 PHILLY/FRY/SODA
OR 1 SPECIAL/FRY/SODA

STEAK SANDWICHES-BUFFALO WINGS
DELI SANDWICHES-HOAGIES-COLD BEER

■y
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"MR SPOT'S Philadelphia Cheese
Steak Sandwiches and Buffalo Wings
hit two geographical gastronomic
delight spots,for sure."
Bob Talbert, Detroit Free Press

352-SPOT S352-7768
FAST FREE DELIVERY

"We are optimistic it will be a
long term farmer's market that's
practical," he said.
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FOR A $19.95 OIL CHANGE Bring this Coupon
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353-3060
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Fabulous
Classic Curls, Wonderful Waves
May 30th through June 26th

REDKEN

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

Vector Plus Perm

99

SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS
' over 500 units with SUPER locations

Modern hairstyles have beautiful body for
everyone! So, for soft waves or loosely
defined curls come to Fiesta!
Fiesta — Where no appointment is
ever needed far beautiful hair

9 and 12 Month Leases Available
STOP IN TO 31 & E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER

354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)

5^Hair & Tanning Salons
20 Tears of Beautiful Hair Care

REDKEN
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(Next to Rile Aid)
352 9763
WOODLAND MALL
1234 N. Main St.
3529084
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Memorial Day events
capture public sorrow

(Above) Despite the cold weather, the Bowling Green community
celeberated Memorial Day with a parade which traveled from the
corner of North Main and West Washington Street to Oak Grove
Cemetery on Ridge Street Monday morning.
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(Above right) Following the parade, Seargant Floyd Babcock of the
American Veteran post 711 holds the American flag at the Memorial
Day services. Babcock said people should attend the services because
"It's a duty that you should go and do. You're showing honor to many
veterans (by going)."
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(Right) Veterans place wreaths at the Veteran's Memorial in Oak
Grove Cemetery.
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5BLUERIBB0N PHOTO s
FILM DEVELOPING • CAMERAS • VIDEO

June Special - All in stock
photo albums 15% off

Memorial Day photos
by Teresa Thomas
Foreigner photos
by Tim Norman

5319 Heatherdowns Toledo
Rastrvatlont Suggntsd 887-8041
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j 24 Hour Into Una 867-9040
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More Than
Just
Mufflers!

Tuffy Does...
..Brakes ...Shocks/Struts ...Exhaust ...Wheel Alignment!
.FREE Estimates! ...SHUTTLE Service to work or campus!

Front or Rear
suMflau m mtcm m» * tut.

UVi Si Msdn ton/am ho* •*» po»/*wi
■ «ni m*M aM but* On* SSM «M>, Bat I

i

Lifetime MUFFLERS

i
i

SAVI an cu (onnittt mrigry of lop »»f*f. Vttrm worjfltfi
«■» mm » h, 4 •*• m% tk mm S 1» 93I-*| *** —»» •*,

Tuffy Does It Right!

LUBE/OIL/FILTER SPECIAL

; 4 x 6 Big Shot
; Color Prints
I BG Store Only—Same Day Service

ALL SUNTAN LOTIONS
12
EXP.

' See us lor available processing !ime
'
I
I
|
■

Good on 35 mm C 41 process 4 x 6 color
pruiis only COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY
OD0ED This coupon not valid wilh any
olN.1 olid I ull per coupon 4 « 6 prints
not .i».Hi.ILK- in I hour

6/9/93

BGN

24
EXP.

36

EXP.

5"
8"
11"

10%OFF
PANAMA JACK
SUNTAN PRODUCTS &
CLOTHING

-ALL ON SALE-

We gladly accept cheeks I credit cards

157 N Mam. B.O. (across from Uptown)

««• 3S3-4244

Open Mon.-Frl. 9-8; Sat. 9-5; Sun 12-8

I I I '■ I I I I ITT

I

(419) 625 1513

L Located at 4912 Milan Rd.. Rte. 2)0.
Sandusky

1>M .k-rff»»<l»il%w«61»« Mfl-MW

HOT SUMMER
SPECIALS!

THE NEW

PILLS W PACKAGES
111 RAILROAD ST. BG
352-1693

Vour
Choice
flnu Pair
of
(Sunglasses

:990
Limit 2 Polr
w/coupon

■

Her advice will help you
Now you may obtain the
chosen gift of knowledge and wisdom |
through (he mow influential Psychic and
Motivator of the Tri-County area who
sunds in a class all her own.
Tina will help you find a higher level of I
fulfillment at conquering your dreams
and desires, she will enter your Aura and I
Energy of vibrations through (he spiritual
realm of E.S.P.. Tina holds the key to
overcome all obstacles and conditions
that may be a part of life.

of ajrfty mots al. d«K)n ksM. ond uvnpkM »ehdi
tajtty MbWChn.

|(

uar im

locally owned by Ed Sclmerholt

$075

PSYCHIC ASTROLOGY
READER.
Her ability will astound you.
One visit will convince you.

^ooeJo^MsVMdwi^upwSc^

1087 S. MAIN STREET
Next to Pizza Hut

6" x 8" Color (
Enlargements

i

udt la tm -u la

-Mma ■ fcrfrt»*n T.wm.t, 19 33 !-»■ fc^ wap ■•.

353-2444
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Interested
in writing
this
summer?
The BG News
has room
for you
as a
volunteer
writer.
Call 372-6966

I
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Foreigner charges up
weekend celebration

(left) Thousands of people packed Promenade Park to hear Foreigner kick off the Rock, Rhythm 'n Blues Festival Friday evening ID
downtown Toledo. This was the group's first public appearance in
Toledo and one of its first performances in five years.
(above left) Foreigner's lead singer Lou Gramm sings during the
first part of the show. The event was sponsored by Miller Lite and
produced by Citlfest, Inc. and Blue Suit Records.
(above) A Foreigner fan reacts to the groups appearance on stage as
they began the show with several hit songs from the 70s and 80s.
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. For the Price of a Movie I
pi,^
Show Times:
■iJSv-

Wed & Thurs: 8PM
Fri & Sat: 8 & 10:30PM

$2 OFF

I

IBuUiAUlMH Coupon Expires Fri. June 4, 1993 ■

«UU€€KDflVSPeClfllS

l $5.75 I $4.50
(large One Item i

I

Medium One
Item

$3.50 i

Small One Item ■

Cxtra Items $1.00 each ■
or Chlcogo Style
■ Cxtra Items S.7S eoch
or Chlcogo Style

Cxtra Items $.50 eoch 0
or Chicago Style
■

1352-5166
SSt-1164
FRCC DCLIVCRV
MCC DCUVCRV

351-1166
FRCC DCUVCRV ■
ONC COUPON pen |

ON€ COUPON P€fl
PIZZA
BGONLV
ecptnes 6-30-95

I

_

ON€ COUPON P€fl
PIZZA
BGONIV
CXPIRCS 6 50-93

PIZZA
BGONIV
«PIR€S 6-50-95

■ OPCN4M
OPCM 4PM UICCMDRVS
LUNCH FRI-SAT-SUN
I GOOD MONDAY THRU THURSDAY ■■«

CHECKOUT OUR APARTMENTS
RIDE THE

WINTHROP TERRACE
SHUTTLE
Use this coupon to discover the best
apartments in town. Just sign and present
it to our driver and he'll take you to our
office. The shuttle runs from 7:30 to
11:00 a.m. and 1:00 to 6:00p.m.
I understand that I am riding the shuttle at my own risk.

I

5318 Iteatlierdowns Toledo
, Ra.~-v.tton.Suwa.1-l 887-8041

m

1241Hour Info Una 867-8040
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^ggST
valid w/oiher specials

Over 300 Apartments
and Houses to Choose
From. Stop in to See Us
For All Your Housing
Needs.

NEWIWR
Rentals
328 S.Miiin
Our Onlv Office

352-5620

Diversions
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An ' America' in shambles
Strong performances can't save ho-hum filrri
by Connell Barrett
associate editor

"Sister Act," was last summer's surprise movie hit. A film
flawed by predictable, supposedly comedic situations, it was
salvaged by Whoopl Goldberg's
cocky performance - an actress
rising above mediocrity.
Reverse things, and you've got
"Made in America," 1993's first
whacky sperm comedy (and
without a moment to spare).
Goldberg plays Sarah Mathews, a
proud, independent black woman
who, years earlier, went to a
sperm bank and "asked for the
best they had: smart, black, not
too tall."
About 17 years later, the prod-

uct of her withdrawl - a sprite,
likable Nia Long as Goldberg's
daughter Zora - goes on a quest
for the identity of her father.
Who (or what) she actually discovers is a genuine alabastard,
Hal Jackson (Ted Dansen), a
dumb, heavy drinking,
whiter-tnan- whiteout white guy.
Then, the comedy rolls. For a
while.
"America" has some legitimate
laugh-out-loud moments. Goldberg's alcohol
impaired
effort at bike riding is a great bit.
And a pair of wealthy women
WASPs getting black-cultured in
Goldberg's African-American
bookstore almost steal the whole
movie with just five minutes of
screen time.
And Dansen is sharp, given the

material. But what "America"
lacks is the fiery and funny
Goldberg we've seen in earlier
films.
Director Richard Benjamin
("The Money Pit," "Mermaids")
tries but fails to let Goldberg
shine. She's too reserved. She's a
funny woman not being funny.
Perhaps Benjamin could have
leaped this obstacle with a
stronger treatment, but the
script's main punchlines are
strictly lightweight, most of
which contain the word "sperm."
Goldberg and Dansen make
"America" watchable, but this is
formula stuff, pure and simple.
"Made in America" is currently Ivory >nd ebony. Ted Dansen and Whoopi Goldberg laugh all the way to the sperm bank. Oh, lord, why
playing at the Woodland Mall cm'1 we? They give "Made in America" their all, but actors can rarely overcome the weight of a banal
script.
Cinemark Five.

Classifieds
CAMPUS EVENTS

SERVICES OFFERED

PERSONALIZED
GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS!!
Available ai [he University Bookstore Indicates
name, degree and major. Deadline lor order is
June 21.1993. Order Todayl

WORD PROCESSING - Wil type resumes,
term papers, dissertations on laser printer.
Reasonable & dependable. 352-6705 (9-9).

PERSONALS
Are you n red of your old set ol cutlery
and would like a chance lo win $1000'
tf to. call Brian at 352-5606.
CUTCO KNIVES
IF YOU HAVE TALENT. WE WANT YOUI
Can you juggle? Ray an instrument? Or even
do magic tricks? We are looking lor Jugglers.
Musicians and Magicians tor a one day event
on Tuesday, June 22. For more informaDon.
Contact David Mannelli at the B G. Parks and
Rec. Office 354-6223.

FREE OIIIVERY

354-7262

Summer Tanning Special' 10 for $20; monthly 25 3 month - unlimited $49.00. Payments
available. 352 7889.

II Utllr.l I \. KIIIN
One ball slob ol out Hickory Smoked
Ribs including on mdei of Smoked
Baked Beons and out Homemade
Cole Slow.

WANTED

brjeemobk lor rjins«, tonyou! or
tlH ddmiy by 6/20/93
Hoi valid irilti onv olhtr oHst

Housemate wanted Non-smoker.
Own room. $150 plus utilities
Lance 655-3084.
Non-smoking serious male student to share Ig
1 bdrm. Summit Terrace Apt. for fall. $200/mo.
plusutil Call Jclf at (216) 238-4107.

I

I
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Roommate lor summer. Only $200 for entre
summer Own room. Walking distance o campus. Free unl. except elec. Free HBO.
353-8106

Photographers Needed
for Fall 1993
Must have general
knowledge in photography
and have own equipment.
Applications may be filled
out in 210 West Hall.
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HELP WANTED
Camp Med-cal & Program Staff Needed
Three week resident camp August 1-21 serving youth with diabetes. College age staff work
one or two weeks. Graduate and student nurses, paramedics, student dietitians, lifeguards,
general camp staff positions available. Training
provided. Contact Central Ohio Diabetes Association. 800-422-7946 or 614-486-7124.
Cook wanted Benefits.
Apply at LaRoe's - Grand Rapids OH
Days Inn is accepting applications for mghi
Dm* restaurant a kitchen cleaning person.
Must have checkable references, previous
exp. desirable. This is a permanent pt.Dme position. Apply at Days Inn 1550 E. Wooster St.
ask for Ed.
Food Service Workers - need immediately.
Neat/clean individuals tor special project June
8th • 20th. Must be double & able to work split
shift. Call MANPOWER tor app't. 352-0600.
IF YOU HAVE TALE NT. WE WANT YOU I
Can you juggle? Play an instrument? Or even
do magic tncks? We are looking for Jugglers,
Musicians and Magicians for a one day event
on Tuesday. June 22. For more information,
Contact David Mannelli at the BG. Parks and
Rec. Office 354-6223.
Looking for employment?
Tired ol wearing polyester uniforms or domg
phone sales? Mister Spot's wants you We are
currently taking applications for a few sandwich
prep positions Summer and 93-94 school
year. Full lime position also available tor those
who are free this 'all from 11:00 a.m. - 500
p.m Apply in person Mon-Fn 1:30 p.m. - 600
p.m.
Office Cleaning • Evenings
10-12 hours per week.
Call 352 5822

FOR SALE
DRAFTING TABLE FOR SALE
$45.00
CALLKIMAT353-2613
Ford '81 Granada. High mileage.
Excellent body. Dependable. Perfect college
car. $995 or BO 352-2633.

FOR RENT
1 4 2 bdrm. furnished apts.
9 mo. & 1 yr. leases
352-7454
1 and 2 bedroom apartments available
lor Fall Lease. Heat included
W1NTHROP TERRACE' 352-9135
114 SOUTH MAIN: Above downtown business. One bdrm. unlum. Washer/dryer in Wdg
Call Newlove Rental 352-5620.
117 NORTH MAIN: Above downtown business One bdrm, unlum. Dishwasher. Washer/dryer in bidg. Call Newlove Rental
352-5620.
2 bdrm. lumished 4 person house within 1
block ol campus 1 year lease. (Aug.-Aua.).
Call 352-7454.
228 SOUTH COLLEGE Close lo Campus 1
bdrm. unlum. & rum. apt. Free heat, water A
sewer. Can Newlove Rentals 352-5620.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE

309 HIGH: 2 bdrm lum. dose to campus.
FREE HEAT. WATER, SEWER. Washer/dryer m bJdg. Call Newlove Renal
352 5620.
Summer Subleaser Needed11
Own room. $150 mo, 2 blocks from campus.
Scon or Todd 352-2986
401-407 SOUTH ENTERPRISE: 1 4 2 bdrm.
unfum. Pain Quiet apis Call Newlove Rental
3525620.

Room lor women. 201 S. College Dr.
Kitchen A private entrance.
352-3472
314 E. EVERS: Quiel 2 bdrm. lower dupiei
Unfum. Lg. yard. Next to Elem. School. Call
Newlove Rental 352-5620.
320 ELM "C": Close to campus. 1 bdrm furn.
Free heal, water, sewer. Call Newlove Rental
3525620

520 EAST REED: Across Irom campus. Lg. 2
bdrm. fum Newly painted, paddle tan. Avail.
lor Fan Call Newlove Rental 352-5620.
709 FIFTH 2 bdrm untum 2 baths. Dishwa
sher. AC Beautiful apis Call Newlove Rental
352-5620
801-803 FIFTH: 2 bdrm furn. S unfurn. FREE
HEAT, WATER, SEWER. Washer/dryer in
Mdg. Call Newlove Rentall 352-5620
CARTY RENTALS
Rooms for rent starting at
(210/mo j 12 mo a »225/moy9 mo.
Close lo campus. Includes all utu.
Call 352-7365
FACULTY MEMBER RENTAL 2 bdrm homo
in beautiful neighborhood Partly fum. Avail.
July 1 Call Newlove Rental. 352-5620.
QUIET NEIGHBORHOOD: 1 bdrm unfurn
apts.
Near City Park.
Call Newlove Rental 352-5620

MAKE A DIFFERENCE

ICENTER FOR CHOICE

Abortion through
20 weeks
Morning after
treatment
Caring Friend or
Relative allowed
for Personal
support.
16 N. Huron
Toledo. Oh. 43604
Phone
(419) 255-7769 or
1-800 589-6005

MAKE A DIFFERENCE

WHY ASK WHY?
VOLUNTEER
June 28-July 23
We need your enthusiasm and expertise to welcome new
students & parents into our BGSU community.

